
PERSONAL STATIONERY 
Top 10 Dos and Don’ts 

 
1. Please DO take note of the flexibility in terms of print method in this album. We can flat 

print, letterpress, or foil the note cards, envelopes and calling cards. This is the only stationery 
collection where we offer flat printing on the stationery card itself.  

 
2. Please DO know that the color options for paper and envelopes in Personal Stationery are 

white and ivory. Colored envelopes are not available in Personal Stationery. Don’t worry, you 
won’t see any colored envelopes in this binder. If you’re looking for them, you might want to 
order from our Classic Correspondence or Notes & Enclosures collections. 

 
3. Please DO order additional personalization options! We offer upgrades to 220# paper for 

$1.50/piece (retail), as well as edge painting, corner rounding, and die cut cards. Please 
reference the pricing page in the back of the album or give us a call for more information.  

 
4. Please DO take note of the Signature Stationery page towards the back of the binder. This fun 

option allows us to print your customer’s actual signature in any of our ink colors. All we need 
is a scan of their signature in black (the thicker and bolder the pen used, the better – we’d 
recommend a sharpie). We love when our customers use this option to create adorable 
stationery for their kids, with their child’s handwriting letterpress onto the card! 

 
5. Please DO be mindful of the quantities available – we ask that you order in sets of 50. That’s 

how you’ll find the pricing on the last page of the album.  
 

6. Please DO know that we can print a custom ink color for a $75 (wholesale) fee. Please 
provide a PMS (Pantone) number for us to match, and be aware that this fee applies regardless 
of whether we’re flat printing or letterpressing! 

 
7. Please DON’T order a card with a border. Unfortunately we can’t print borders on the cards, 

but don’t worry we don’t show any in the album! It’s almost impossible to ensure the border is 
perfectly straight, and we’d never want to send you or your customers something that wasn’t 
absolutely perfect! 

 
8. Please DON’T use this collection to order invitations, birth announcements, moving 

announcements, etc. We have separate collections for items like these that require more 
coverage of the card with separate options and pricing. Please give us a call for more 
information if you have questions.  

 
9. Please DON’T order envelopes to go with the calling cards. Unfortunately we don’t have any 

envelopes that they’ll fit into. If you’re looking for small cards with envelopes, we encourage 
you to look into our Notes & Enclosures collection. Please give us a call for more information. 

 
10. Please DON’T ever hesitate to call us with questions. It’s what we’re here for! Our phone 

number is 866.740.4222.  
 

 


